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GET THE ULTIMATE
PROTECTION FOR YOUR
HOME WITH INDIA’S
STRONGEST uPVC
RAINWATER GUTTERS

OUR INSPIRATION
FOR INNOVATION
A long time ago, fully designed rainwater gutters didn't exist. The
roofs of homes would leak due to improper water outlet system.
After a lot of trial and error, people started using PVC pipes to
use as a makeshift rainwater gutter by cutting in between the
pipes in order to facilitate better flow. But still, there were many
other issues such as blockage, breakage, water conservation and
more. The founders of Euro Guard were inspired by the ingenuity
of these people and developed a solution for the problem. It was
then,Euro Guard was formed through innovation and developed a
uPVC rainwater gutter for the first time in India, giving it a proper
shape, and a proper life.

THE JOURNEY
Euro Guard started manufacturing its rainwater gutter in 2005 under
Vajra Plastic Industry owned by M.M Poulose and Mathew Joseph with the
production facility at Angamaly; Euro Guard’s founders have been in the
business of manufacturing for more than 20 years. After a lot of trial and
error, the perfect rainwater gutter was formed for the first time in India.
Sales began by April 2015 and since then, there’s no turning back.
Modern, architecturally designed homes require good drainage systems
for rainwater and dried leaves. With extra water carrying capacity and
superior thickness, the EURO GUARD HYSQUARE gutter provides a visual
cover to the end of roof sheets and tiles and delivers a neat finish to any
building. Manufactured with reinforcement rib to prevent gutter flipping
and water overflow into the building, our gutter will make your home
happier.

WHY CHOOSE
EURO GUARD
Built with the latest technology in rectilinear square European design for
strength and durability. With a width of 160 mm and 100 mm of duct area,
the gutter drainage can withstand heavy rain and doesn’t overflow. Special
rib on both sides for endurance. The flow outlet has a circumference of 90
mm which makes it easier for water flow and dried leaves. Hence there
is no water accumulation in the gutter. Made from reliable, Pure uPVC
products. The clamps used for fixing the gutter is made of strong uPVC
and specially designed to be rust-free and last longer. The gutter drainage
is fitted across the sides by silicon adhesive which gives a uniform look
and a prolonged life.

OUR MILESTONES
We have a wide-range of accessories,
which include 45 to 90 different models of
clamps for different structures, corners,
down-take square pipes and more.
Euro Guard is India’s first uPVC
square-line gutter manufacturer,
making us the pioneers.
We are the largest uPVC gutter producer
in India.
We also happen to be the first company
in India to introduce coloured gutters,
making homes and buildings not just
functional but also aesthetically pleasing.
Euro Guard has the largest dedicated plant
for gutter manufacturing.

Patented under Intellectual Property
Rights in India.

DESIGN WHICH
BLENDS IN
Our gutters have a unique square-line design which
perfectly blends in with the surface of wall.

QUALITY WITH
INTELLIGENCE
Made from reliable and best quality pure virgin uPVC
materials delivering the best results.

TRUE POWER
Our gutters are 3 mm thick and weighs more than any
other gutter. It also has a special rib on both sides
for endurance and stability. The clamps used for
fixing the gutter is made of strong uPVC and specially
designed to be rust-free and last longer.

EXCEPTIONAL WATER
CARRYING SYSTEM
Euro Guard’s gutter system has more water carrying
capacity than a round gutter of same size. With a
width of 160 mm and 100 mm of duct area, the gutter
drainage can withstand heavy rain and does not
overflow. The flow outlet has a circumference of 90
mm which makes it easier for water flow and dried
leaves. Hence there is no water accumulation in the
gutter.

INSTALLATION
MADE EASY
Our gutter system is so easy to install, that even
an inexperienced fabricator can install it perfectly.
The gutter consists of a retaining clip system in its
fittings for faster and user-friendly installation.

MAINTENANCE FREE
We provide a Leaf Guard which helps to cover the
gutter from any leaves or particles from falling inside
the gutter and blocking the drainage, which makes it
maintenance free.

FOR THE AGES
Made from the best uPVC materials, our gutters can
last for a lifetime.

PATENTED
PRODUCT
Our product has been patented under Intellectual
Property Rights in India.

REDUCING
YOUR WATER
FOOTPRINT
Water collected in gutters can be drained down,
using pipes and can be filtered and collected in
underground tanks for rainwater harvesting, making
it environment-friendly.

RIGOROUS
QUALITY TESTS
Every gutter and fittings undergo stringent
quality tests to ensure world-class quality.

GROUNDBREAKING
TECHNOLOGY
We have a fully automated plant which uses
state-of-the-art European technology to
manufacture the gutter and its accessories.

LET EURO GUARD
PROTECT YOUR HOME
WEATHER PROOF
Euro Guard gutters withstand all types of weather, be
it heavy rains, humidity, salty sea air, snow or heat.
Making it suitable for any place, anytime.

SCRATCH RESISTANT
Our gutters and accessories come in a protective
packaging in order to prevent any damages during
transit and storage.

ZERO DEFECTS
Each and every gutter and its fittings undergo
strict quality check. We make sure that not a single
defective product is marketed.

OUR RANGE OF
PRODUCTS
At Euro Guard, we have gutters and a wide
range of fittings. It is important to know the
function of these fittings in order to facilitate
better and easier installation.

EURO GUARD HYSQUARE
RAINWATER GUTTER

Width 		
Depth 		
Length
Thickness
		
Material

: 160 MM
: 100 MM
: 3 METERS, 5 METERS
: 3 MM (4 Kg/cm2 Guage),
Added rib for extra strength
: uPVC (Unplasticised Poly 			
Vinyl Chloride)
Colors 		
: Milky White, Brick Red, Blue, 		
Dark Grey, Coffee Brown
Flow Capacity: Higher than 200 MM round gutter

EURO GUARD GUTTER FITTINGS

CENTER JOINT

CORNER/ELBOW

Center joint fitting is used to connect one
gutter to another. Also called as ‘Coupling’. It
locks the gutter inside the clip which prevents
the edges from flipping out.

The Euro Guard Corner/Elbow is used to turn
the direction of the gutter in a 90-degree angle.

CORNER 45/ELBOW 45

CENTER DROP

This fitting turns the direction of the gutter in a
45-degree angle.

Center drop fitting is used in order to connect
one gutter to another with an outlet for water in
a straight line. Outlet width is 90 mm

CORNER DROP

END DROP

Corner drop fitting is used for connecting one
gutter to another with a water outlet on the
edge. Outlet width is 90 mm.

This fitting is used for the outlet of water with a
stopper. Outlet width is 90 mm.

END CAP

LEAF GUARD

This fitting is used to close a side of the gutter.

Leaf Guard is a revolution in the gutter industry.
The major issue faced for gutters are the leafs
and other particles falling inside the gutter
which blocks the draining capacity. With
Leaf Guard a uPVC net is clipped to the gutter
in leaf prone areas where the leaf falls on
the flat surface and can fly away, enabling a
maintenance free gutter.

CLAMP
A clamp is the most important fitting for any type of
gutter. It holds and locks the gutter inside the clip
which prevents the edges from flipping out. There are
three types of clamps: PVC clamp, GI clamp and PVC
clamp with GI handle.

CHOICES FULL OF COLOURS

Milky White

Brick Red

Blue

Dark Grey

Coffee Brown

HYSQUARE PIPE AND FITTINGS
The following fittings are available only in white.

HYSQUARE PIPE

ROUND X SQUARE ADAPTOR

Hysquare uPVC pipe has dimensions of 75 mm X
75 mm, available in 3 meters of length.

Round X Square Adaptor is used for connecting
the 90mm round section to the 75 mm square
section. All the outlets of the Euro Guard gutter
system can be connected to Hysquare pipe by
using this fitting.

SQUARE COUPLING

SQUARE ELBOW 90

Square coupling can be used to connect two
Hysquare pipes.

This fitting is used to turn the direction of
Hysquare pipe by 90 degrees.

SQUARE ELBOW 45
This fitting is used to turn the direction of
Hysquare pipe by 45 degrees.

SQUARE CLAMP
Hysquare Pipe Clamp is used to fix the pipe to
the wall.

HOW TO INSTALL

Gutter should be installed by a skilled fabricator.
Clamp should be placed in an interval of 1 m.
Clamp should not be placed over fittings.
Silicone sealant should be applied in both the gutter and the fittings
before insertion.
Solvent cement should be applied in the installation of Hysquare pipe
and fittings.
Proper number of water outlets should be allotted in accordance with
the area of the roof to prevent overflow.
Gutter and fittings should be screwed in the given slot.

HOW TO INSTALL

HOW TO CARE BEFORE
INSTALLATION
For proper storage and handling, here are a few do’s and don’ts.
Follow this simple checklist before installation.
Do’s
Always keep the material in a dry, shaded and a well-ventilated area.
If the products are not required for immediate use, provide coverage to
protect the materials.
When stored in bulk at warehouses, maximum of 5 bundles should be
stored in a stack.
Remove the protective packaging only during installation.
Don’ts
Do not store the material in direct sunlight.
Metal contact should be avoided whenever possible.
Do not slide gutter on a rough surface or over each other.
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